THE ZUID-AFRIKAAN.

CAPE TOWN, DECEMBER 14, 1848.

A new annual was launched in this city on Monday last, in the shape of about one hundred and fifty Agreements from the Malmesbury Office, which were sent to the Governor. The Governor received them with much pleasure, and the whole of the Governor's officers were present to attend the ceremony. The Agreements were signed by the Governor and his officers, and were accompanied by a letter from the Governor, in which he expressed his satisfaction with the proceedings, and said that he would do everything in his power to promote the interests of the colony.

The contest between the two parties, however, is still going on, and the Governor is not yet satisfied with the results. The question is now before the Assembly, and it is likely to be decided by the vote of the Assembly, which is expected to be in favor of the Governor.

The Governor is now in the hands of the party which seeks to advance the interests of the colony, and he is determined to carry out his views, regardless of the opposition of the other party.

The contest is now at an end, and the Governor is now in the hands of the party which seeks to advance the interests of the colony, and he is determined to carry out his views, regardless of the opposition of the other party.

The Governor is now in the hands of the party which seeks to advance the interests of the colony, and he is determined to carry out his views, regardless of the opposition of the other party.
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HET OPRUISE TE ERNST.

[Text continues with various articles and advertisements.]
At the Meeting of the Legislative Council on Monday, the day before, the votes of the members were divided: the adopters of the Bills were as follows:—

The Speaker reported to the Council that the votes of the Members were as follows:—

The Bill was read a second time and ordered to be printed, to be reported to the Council on Tuesday next.
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